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Inkjet printing upconversion nanoparticles for anti-counterfeit applications

Minli You a,b*, Junjie Zhong b,c*, Yuan Hong b,d, Zhenfeng Duan e, Min Lin a,b,e#, Feng Xu a,b#

Abstract:
Patterning upconversion luminescence materials has been widely used for anti-counterfeit and security applications, where a preferred method should be easy, fast, multicolor, high-throughput and designable. However, conventional patterning methods are complex and inflexible. Here, we report a digital and flexible inkjet printing based approach for producing high-resolution and high-luminescence anti-counterfeit patterns. We successfully printed different multicolor luminescent patterns by inkjet printing upconversion nanoparticles with controlled and uniform luminescence intensity through optimizing the inks and substrates. Combined with another downconversion luminescence material, we achieved two different patterns in the same area, which show up separately under excitation by different wavelength laser sources. The developed technology is promising to use one single subtract to carry abundant of information by printing multilayer patterns composed of luminescence materials with different excitation light.
Introduction

Anti-counterfeit technologies have found widespread applications in identity cards, currency, tags and important documents. These applications have shown significant importance for business and national public safety. Especially with the rapid expansion of small business, sole traders and personal demands, there is an urgent need to develop a low cost, easy accessible, personalized anti-counterfeit technology. To meet this emerging need, various anti-counterfeit technologies including laser holography, nuclear track technology, luminescence printing may be employed. Among which, luminescence printing offers several advantages such as high-throughput, displayable and advanced anti-counterfeit performance. For luminescence-based anti-counterfeit, luminescence ink is used to produce various coded patterns and the anti-counterfeit property mainly results from two aspects, i.e., the high concealment luminescence materials and the complex coded pattern.

Both organic and inorganic luminescence materials based on a so-called ‘downconversion’ process (e.g., photochromic compounds, semiconductor quantum dots, lanthanide doped oxides) have been used as luminescence inks, which are featured by longer-wavelength visible emission when exposed to shorter-wavelength excitation, mostly ultraviolet (UV) light. However, UV-to-visible downconversion materials and UV excitation sources have become more accessible, making it much easier to duplicate. In contrast, near-infrared (NIR)-to-visible luminescence materials based on so-called ‘upconversion’ luminescence are more difficult to duplicate as compared with UV-to-visible materials. Besides, the NIR excitation sources are more difficult to access and will not excite standard downconversion luminescence materials, making it possible to print patterns on highly fluorescent surfaces (e.g., papers and textiles with optical brighteners). Moreover, upconversion materials can be formulated to produce the designed emission color only under specific excitation power densities and the designed luminescence lifetime by controlling the ratio of Yb and Tm, making it even more difficult to duplicate.

To produce complicated, elaborate and high-resolution upconversion luminescence patterns for anti-counterfeit applications, various printing technologies have been explored. Kim et al. have fabricated predefined patterns of upconversion nanoparticles using a photolithography technique, which however involves multi-step process. To simplify the operating process, Blumenthal et al. developed a one-step printing process accompanied by Sono-Tek screen-printing and M3D direct-write printing process based on NIR-to-visible inks composed of β-NaYF₄:Yb³⁺, Er³⁺ nanoparticles in a polymer matrix. This study was further extended by Meruga et al. for the fabrication of multicolor two-dimensional codes visible only under NIR excitation using a new one-step printing process based on Aerosol Jet technology. Although significant progress has been made, there are several limitations associated with these existing printing platforms. For example, screen-printer can only print one-color ink in a single printing process. Although aerosol jet printer holds high spatial resolution, it is time consuming and complex to operate due to its huge and intricate structure. In addition, poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is used as inks binding reagent to maintain film uniformity in these printing systems. This requires time-consuming procedure to prepare both inks and substrates. Besides, the use of PMMA in the inks involves the potential issue of ‘coffee ring effect’, which may result in fracture of printed patterns. Therefore, developing an easy accessible, high-throughput, multicolor and designable printing method for upconversion-based anti-counterfeit applications is highly demanded.

To address above-mentioned challenges, we applied inkjet printing for patterning inks composed of upconversion nanoparticles. Inkjet printing is versatile and high-throughput, involves user-friendly processing steps. The inkjet printing has been widely used for fabrication of many complex structures, including transistor circuits, optical devices, chemical sensors, and so on. Their advanced applications can be attributed to the attractive features that include (1) the possibility for purely additive operation, in which corresponding inks are deposited only where they are needed, (2) the flexibility in choice of structure designs for producing complicated security patterns, where changes can be made rapidly through software-based printer-control systems (as shown in Fig. 1), (3) compatibility with large-area substrates and (4) the potential for high spatial resolution (depending on the DPI) and mass production. These advantages render inkjet-printer as a prospective method for anti-counterfeit printing.

In this paper, we report the preparation of NIR-to-visible inks that is suitable for inkjet printing and multilayer patterns printing using luminescence materials with different excitation light. The developed method is capable of producing anti-counterfeit features with easy, fast, multicolor, high-throughput,
designable and low cost. Essential characteristics of inks, substrates and the resulting patterns were studied. Contact angles between different inks and substrates were characterized to indicate the relationship with spatial resolution. In addition, luminescence intensity and uniformity were tested to prove the high quality of printed patterns. With the help of a personal computer, we produced different types of two-dimension patterns visible only under a 980 nm NIR excitation source. Furthermore, multilayer patterns were realized by printing an upconversion pattern (containing upconversion nanoparticles) over a downconversion pattern (containing downconversion dye). No background luminescence interference was observed on the overlap area, which increases the coding complex and is essential for security purposes.

**Materials and Method**

**1. Materials**

YCl₃·6H₂O, YbCl₃·6H₂O, ErCl₃·6H₂O, TmCl₃·6H₂O, Ammonium fluoride (NH₄F) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 1-Octacene (90%) Sodium and Oleic acid (90%) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Methanol, Glycerol (99.0%), chloroform, ethanol and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were obtained from Tianjinzhuyuan Chemical Reagen Co., Ltd. Poly (acrylic acid) was obtained from Tianjinyongsheng Chemical Reagen Co., Ltd. Glycerol trioleate (60%) was purchased from Aladdin Chemistry Co., Ltd. Sodium Dodecyl Sulfonate (SDS) (90%) was obtained from ChengDu Kelong Chemical Co., Ltd. All reagents except for Glycerol trioleate (chemically pure) were of analytical grade and were used without any purification. UV-Vis ink used here is #110UV Invisible Endorsing Noris Ink from NORIS USA Co., Ltd. Vegetable parchment was obtained from Suzhouguanhua Paper Factory. A4 duplicating paper was purchased from Double A (1991) Public Co., Ltd.

**2. Synthesis of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs)**

**2.1 Synthesis of β-NaYF₄:Yb,Er/Tm Nanoparticles**

UCNPs were synthesized following the protocol from literature. In a typical synthesis of 30-nm sized β-NaYF₄:Er, Yb nanoparticles, YCl₃·6H₂O (242.69 mg, 0.8 mmol), YbCl₃·6H₂O (69.75 mg, 0.18 mmol), and ErCl₃·6H₂O (7.64 mg, 0.02 mmol) dissolved in 2 mL deionized water were added to a 100 mL flask containing 7.5 mL oleic acid and 15 mL 1-octadecene. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 0.5 h. Then the mixture was slowly heated to 120 °C, kept for 1h and then heated to 156 °C for another 1 h to get rid of water under argon atmosphere. The system was then cooled down to room temperature. Then 5 mL methanol solution of NH₄F (148.15 mg, 4 mmol) and NaOH (100 mg, 2.5 mmol) was added and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h. After methanol evaporated, the solution was heated to 280 °C and maintained for 1.5 h, then cooled down to room temperature. The resulting product was washed with ethanol and cyclohexane several times, and finally dispersed in cyclohexane for further use. Synthesis of NaYF₄:Yb,Tm nanocrystals were performed following a similar protocol by changing the molar ratio of the reagents, YCl₃·6H₂O (210.8 mg, 0.695 mmol), YbCl₃·6H₂O (116.2 mg, 0.30 mmol), and TmCl₃·6H₂O (1.9 mg, 0.005 mmol).

**2.2 Surface modification**

A ligand exchange process was performed using poly(acrylic acid) (PAA, Mw = 1800) as a multidentate ligand which displaces the original hydrophobic ligands on the UNCPs surface by mixing together 14.5 μl PAA, 1 ml ethanol and 1 mL of UCNPs dispersion in chloroform (15 mg/ml) with overnight stirring. The solution was then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min. After being washed 3 times with ethanol and DI water, the particles can be re-dispersed well in water.
3. Ink formulation

3.1 Preparation of hydrophobic printing ink
UCNPs were added into a solution of 90:10 to 70:30 v:v cyclohexane: glycerol trioleate for obtaining ink with optimal performance, such as viscosity and surface tension. The resulting mixture was then stirred for 10 minutes, followed by 10 minutes of sonication, to achieve complete dissolution of nanoparticles.

3.2 Preparation of hydrophilic printing ink
UCNPs after surface modification were added into a solution of 85:15 to 65:35 v:v ethanol-water solution (1:9 v:v ethanol:water):glycerol for obtaining a specific range of dynamic viscosity required for different printers. SDS was then added with a concentration of 3 mg/l to control the surface tension of ink. The resulting mixture was then vigorously stirred for 20 minutes, followed by 20 minutes of sonication, to achieve complete dissolution of nanoparticles.

4. Equipment and characterization
The printing was performed with a modified HP Deskjet 1000 inkjet printer. The dynamic viscosity of inks was measured by a Pinkevitch Viscometer (Shenyangzhongya Glassware Instrument Co., Ltd) with a 0.6 mm diameter and surface tension were measured by capillary tubes (West China University of Medical Science Instrument Factory) with a 0.3 mm diameter. The morphologies of the samples were obtained by using a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) using a JEM 2100 instrument at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The FT-IR spectra of the nanoparticles were obtained using a Nicolet iS50 Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer (Thermo Electron Co., USA) using the KBr method. The upconversion emission spectra were recorded by using a spectrophotometer (QuantaMasterTM40) under external excitation of a 250 mW 980 nm laser diode (RGB Lasersystems). Images of printed patterns upon excitation by a 980 nm CW laser (Changchun Liangli Photoelectric Co., Ltd.) were obtained via a Nikon D90 digital Single Lens Reflex with Macro lens and attached UV/IR filter. All the measurements were performed at room temperature.

Results and discussion

1. β-NaYF₄:Yb,Er Nanoparticles
A uniform and high-luminescence pattern requires the ink composed of fluorescent nanoparticles possess good solubility and high luminescence intensity. The NaYF₄:Yb,Er nanoparticles used as ink component in this study were synthesized by a thermal decomposition route in the presence of oleic acid (OA) and octadecene, as modified from procedures described previously. To produce two different polar inks, we prepared hydrophobic nanoparticles, OA-UCNPs (Fig. 2a), and PAA modified hydrophilic nanoparticles, PAA-UCNPs (Fig. 2b). The OA-UCNPs can be easily dispersed in a nonpolar solvent such as cyclohexane, with a mean diameter of 25.8 nm (Fig. 2a), which is suitable for smooth printing of this cartridge. The PAA-UCNPs are water-soluble and remain monodispersed with almost unchanged particle size and shape as compared with OA-UCNPs (Fig. 2a-b). The XRD pattern of the product shows that all the diffraction peaks can be ascribed to the hexagonal structure of NaYF₄ (JCPDS no.16-0334) (Fig. 2c). It is reported that hexagonal phase (β-NaYF₄:Yb,Er) nanoparticles possess higher upconversion efficiency than cubic phase (α-NaYF₄:Yb,Er) ones. And the capping ligands on the surface of UCNPs are identified by FT-IR spectroscopy (Fig. 2d). The PAA modified UCNPs samples exhibit a broad band at approximately 3432 cm⁻¹, corresponding to the O-H stretching vibration. The transmission bands at 2924 and 2857 cm⁻¹ can be assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of the methylene (CH₂) in the long alkyl chain, respectively. Two strong bands centered at 1563 and 1461 cm⁻¹ are observed, which can be associated with the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of carboxylate anions on the surface of the NPs. Meanwhile, the strong band at 1720 cm⁻¹ indicates the presence of the COOH groups on the particle surface. Therefore, it can be concluded that PAA have successfully bonded to the UCNPs surface. Further, to
generate ink droplets in a controllable manner and to avoid printing instability (e.g., clustering of the particles at the nozzle edge, deviation of the drop trajectory, agglomerates blocking the nozzle), the size of the inks components (i.e., dispersed molecules or nanoparticles) should be less than 1/50 of the nozzle diameter. Here the diameters of nozzles used are over 10 μm, requiring suitable nanoparticle size of less than 200 nm. Therefore, the upconversion nanoparticles we synthesized entirely meet this criteria.

2. Inkjet properties

2.1 Ink properties

To make inks work stably on inkjet printer and optimize the printing resolution and luminescence intensity, we tuned ink properties by evaluating printing performance (i.e., dynamic viscosity and surface tension). When ink drops land on a substrate, the flowage of liquid drops would affect the printing resolution. The spreading of the liquid drops could be measured by the inverse Ohnesorge number, $Z = \sqrt{\gamma \rho a / \eta}$, i.e., nozzle diameter $a$, and surface tension $\gamma$, density $\rho$, and dynamic viscosity $\eta$. To achieve uniform and high-resolution patterns, we adjusted $Z$ ranging between 4.2 and 11.0 for the solvent based printing ink, 5.8 and 13.1 for the aqueous printing ink, which match reported data. Here the dynamic viscosity and surface tension are the critical parameter for printing performance. The dynamic viscosity of ink also affects its flow in the cartridge and through the nozzle, where high viscosity ink may result in nozzle clogging while low viscosity ink may induce damped oscillations in the jet resulting in inhomogeneous droplet size. Besides, low viscosity ink is able to infiltrate through micro pores between fibers of substrates, leading to a situation that only a little ink adheres to the surface of the substrate, thereby decreasing the luminescence intensity of patterns under NIR excitation. In addition, appropriate surface tension of ink helps to keep a relatively small contact angle over substrates, which increases the coverage area for a single drop of ink to form patterns with good uniformity under certain dots per inch (DPI) of a printer. The preferred dynamic viscosity and surface tension of ink for inkjet printer may vary within a specific range at room temperature: the dynamic viscosity varies from 1 to 5 mPa.s (cp) while the surface tension varies from 20 to 60 mN.m$^{-1}$ (dynes.cm$^{-1}$)

To prepare ink with preferred parameters mentioned above, we adjusted ink components and their ratios. Organic solvent based or aqueous inks for different substrates were prepared with controlled dynamic viscosity and surface tension. Solvent based ink was prepared with cyclohexane ($\eta$ equals to 0.886 mpa.s and $\gamma$ equals to 24.4 mN/m, 25 °C), which was used to disperse UCNPs, and glycerol trioleate ($\eta$ equals to 37.8 mpa.s and $\gamma$ equals to 34.7 mN/m, 25 °C), which was suitable for preparing a mixture with moderate viscosity and surface tension. The obtained dynamic viscosity and surface tension changes as function of the ratio between cyclohexane and glycerol trioleate (Fig. 3a-b). A similar result was obtained from the aqueous printing ink (Fig. 3c-d). We dissolved glycerol ($\eta$ equals to 945 mpa.s and $\gamma$ equals to 63.3 mN/m, 25 °C) and SDS into ethanol-water solution ($\eta$ equals to 1.04 mpa.s and $\gamma$ equals to 64.8 mN/m, 25 °C). The obtained dynamic viscosity and surface tension are within the range mentioned above (Fig. 3c-d). Compared to previous reported methods, both the ink components and the preparation procedures are easier for operation and mass production. This demonstrates the advance in using inkjet printer by applying UCNPs for high-throughput security printing.

2.2 Contact angle and spatial resolution

To further optimize the spatial resolution, we controlled the behavior of ejected drop on the substrate, which can be described by fluid dynamics. When a liquid droplet lands on a flat surface, partial wetting results in a finite angle between the liquid and the substrate, known as the contact angle, $\theta$. This parameter affects the penetration of ink into substrates which can be described by Washburn’s equation: $L = \sqrt{\gamma BL \cos \theta c / (4 \eta)}$, where $\gamma$ is surface tension, $D$ is diameter of capillary tube (capillary porosity between paper fibers), $\theta$ is contact angle, and $\eta$ is dynamic viscosity. The quality of printed patterns is mainly affected by different contact angle forming when inks drop on the substrates. Since various substrates possess different capillary porosity and produce different contact angle, studying their influences on patterns printed is essential importance. For this, we printed solvent based and aqueous inks separately onto A4 duplicating and vegetable parchment to demonstrate the relationship between contact angle and the spatial resolution of
patterns. The microstructure of the printed papers was analyzed by SEM and was shown in Fig. S1†.

Solvent based and aqueous inks were applied to print a series of parallel lines with equal width and interval. When solvent based and aqueous ink dropped on a piece of A4 duplicating paper (80 g/m², white color, purchased from Double A (1991) Public Co., Ltd), they displayed slightly different droplet morphologies which can be reflected by contact angle. After five parallel tests, the contact angle of the solvent based printing ink is 25.7 ± 0.8 degrees and the aqueous one is 32.8 ± 1.2 degrees (Fig. 4a-b). Although a ~21.6% diversity between these two contact angles, printed patterns are of similar spatial resolution as indicated by a series of clear parallel lines of 200 μm equal width and interval (Fig. 4a-b). In contrast, when dropping on a piece of vegetable parchment (83 g/m², white color, purchased from Suzhouguanhua Paper Factory), there exists a significant variance in the contact angle between two kinds of inks with 9.0 ± 0.6 degrees for solvent based ink and 52.7 ± 1.3 degrees for aqueous one. As we know, vegetable parchment is hydrophobic, so large contact angle can remain between aqueous ink and vegetable parchment surface, but not the case for solvent based ink. In this situation, the spatial resolution printed using aqueous printing ink is 100-200 μm and solvent based ink is 400-500 μm (Fig. 4c-d). In summary, spatial resolution is a directly related of contact angle. Larger contact angle corresponds to higher spatial resolution of printed patterns. As described above, different polarity between ink and substrate facilitates forming of lager contact angle resulting in higher spatial resolution. As compared with solvent based ink, aqueous ink shows higher spatial resolution no matter on A4 paper or on vegetable paper. Aqueous ink is more stable than solvent based ink, and is less apt to block printer holding great potential for further applications.

Compared with screen printing 12, 13 and aerosol jet printer 12, 15, 16, the developed inkjet printing provides higher spatial resolution of smaller than 200 μm (Fig 4d). Furthermore, the HP Deskjet 1000 printer applied in this study has its black-and-white DPI of 600×600. Therefore, the spatial resolution can be further improved when using an inkjet printer with higher DPI or using the color cartridge (802 tri-color cartridge). Noteworthy, HP Deskjet 1000 inkjet printer applied in our experiment possesses a theoretical black-and-white printing speed of ~12 pages per minute (PPM) 49, which is faster than other printing techniques studied before in printing complex two-dimensional patterns 12, 16.

3. Luminescence intensity and uniformity

Identification of printed patterns depends mainly on luminescence uniformity which is affected by size and distribution of droplets from the nozzle. Therefore, to verify the luminescence uniformity of printed pattern by our printing system, we tested the variance of the luminescence intensity in a ring printing area with different UCNPs concentrations varied from 0.3 mg/ml to 7.5 mg/ml under 980 nm excitation with power density of ~50 mW/mm² (Fig. 5a). For each concentration, we randomly tested the luminescence intensity of five points from the printing area. The corresponding luminescence spectrum of UCNPs with different concentrations under 980 nm excitation and the deviation in luminescence intensity peaking at 538 nm were shown in Fig. 5b-c. We did not observe significant difference in luminescence intensity (<10% deviation).

4. Application prospect

4.1 Multicolor pattern

When changing the dopant elements types or their ratio, UCNPs are able to emit different colors of light under NIR excitation 50-52. It is therefore promising to print multicolor anti-counterfeiting patterns using UCNPs. Studies concerning multicolor upconversion luminescence patterns have been reported previously using complex aerosol-jet printer 15. Here we aimed at demonstrating the easy access of producing multicolor upconversion luminescence patterns using an inkjet printer. We applied two colors of inks composed of UCNPs with different color emission (green, β-NaYF₄:Yb,Er and blue, β-NaYF₄:Yb,Tm). The printed patterns are shown in Fig. 6. Acronym of Xi’an Jiao Tong University patterned by inkjet printer and exposed to 980 nm NIR laser, which “X” printed with green ink and “T U” with blue ink (Fig. 6a). Since these two kinds of inks were able to be printed and excited to display different colors, providing the potential to produce multicolor patterns using different color inks as designed by switching cartridges or using color cartridges of inkjet printer. Moreover, recently there raise a cheap and flexible pattern way, that directly wrote ink on paper using a pen. This method is fitted for simple patterns and patterning various functional materials 53-56. To further decrease the cost and simplify the process to a more easy operating way, we directly wrote Chinese characters by a pen filled with two color inks, green and blue. We observed three
clear and bright characters on an A4 paper under 980 nm NIR excitation (Fig. 6c-d). This design is promising for personalized security information or signature.

4.2 Double anti-counterfeiting pattern

UV-to-visible downconversion security inks are widely used to produce counterfeit items including identity cards, currency and important documents. However, it always suffers from the appearance of duplications, since UV-to-visible downconversion inks and UV excitation sources have become much easier to obtain. While, the NIR-to-visible upconversion inks and NIR excitation source and reader are more difficult to access. Moreover, the NIR excitation source will not excite standard downconversion luminescence materials, making it possible to print patterns on highly luminescence surface. Therefore, generation of different luminescence patterns that can be excited either by UV or NIR sources will decrease the counterfeit possibility. For this purpose, we applied both UV-to-visible and NIR-to-visible inks for security printing. An A4 paper printed with both NIR-to-visible and UV-to-visible inks was exposed under room light, which was clear that nothing could be identified with naked eyes or cameras (Fig. 7a). When excited by a NIR light source, a two-dimensional code was seen clearly without any other interference pattern (Fig. 7b). Substitute the NIR light source with an UV light source, a marker ‘BEBC’ was visualized in the same area, while the two-dimensional code printed using NIR-to-visible ink disappears (Fig. 7c).

Conclusions

In summary, we report an easy, fast, multicolor, high-throughput, designable and low cost inkjet printing of upconversion nanoparticles for personal anti-counterfeit and security applications. We synthesized hexagonal phase nanoparticles with high upconversion efficiency and applied them to form two colors printing inks. The dynamic viscosity and surface tension of ink are optimized within a specific range at room temperature. In addition, we found that there was a direct relationship between spatial resolution and contact angle. Larger contact angle contributes to higher spatial resolution of printed patterns. Moreover, the luminescence intensity under the same power density laser excitation can be adjusted by changing the UCNPs concentration in ink, and there was at most 10% deviation in luminescence intensity within a single concentration. Last, we utilized this upconversion luminescence inkjet printing system to print multicolor patterns and double anti-counterfeit patterns, which proves its promising applications for personalized anti-counterfeit and information security. The developed method can make anti-counterfeit marks feasible to produce and hard to duplicate, significantly enhancing the ability of anti-counterfeit.
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Figures:

Figure 1 Schematic of inkjet printing upconversion nanoparticles for anti-counterfeit applications. (a) Designing patterns on the computer using software. (b) Preparing the cartridge and UCNPs ink. (c) Printing patterns using the inkjet printer connected with the computer. (d) Upconverting patterns exposed under room light. (e) Upconverting patterns exposed under 980 nm laser.
Figure 2 Characterization of the UCNPs. TEM image of $\beta$-NaYF$_4$:Er,Yb nanoparticles (a) before and (b) after PAA modification. (c) Powder XRD of $\beta$-NaYF$_4$:Er,Yb nanocrystal sample compared to ICDD PDF card for $\beta$-NaYF$_4$. (d) FT-IR spectrum of PAA capped $\beta$-NaYF$_4$:Er,Yb.
Figure. 3 Characterization of the UCNPs ink with varying ratios of components at 25 ± 1°C. (a) The dynamic viscosity of solvent based printing ink changes with v:v cyclohexane : glycerol trioleate ratio. (b) The gas-liquid surface tension of solvent based printing ink changes with v:v cyclohexane : glycerol trioleate ratio. (c) The dynamic viscosity of aqueous printing ink changes with v:v ethanol-water solution(10%) : glycerol ratio. (d) The gas-liquid surface tension of aqueous printing ink changes with v:v ethanol-water solution(10%) : glycerol ratio.
Figure 4 Characterization of the spatial resolution of printing. (a) Droplet morphology of solvent based printing ink on A4 duplicating paper and equal interval and width (from left to right, 100 μm, 200 μm, 300 μm) lines printed. (b) Droplet morphology of aqueous printing ink on A4 duplicating paper and equal interval and width (from left to right, 100 μm, 200 μm, 300 μm) lines printed. (c) Droplet morphology of solvent based printing ink on vegetable parchment and equal interval and width (from left to right, 400 μm, 500 μm, 600 μm) lines printed. (d) Droplet morphology of aqueous printing ink on vegetable parchment and equal interval and width (from left to right, 100 μm, 200 μm, 300 μm) lines printed. The scale bar of each represents 300 μm.
Figure 5 Characterization of luminescence intensity and uniformity. (a) Luminescence changes along with the change of the UCNPs concentration (from left to right 7.5 mg/ml, 3.0 mg/ml, 1.5 mg/ml, 0.75 mg/ml, 0.3 mg/ml). Patterns are exploded under 980nm laser, with power density of ~50 mW/mm². Figures are obtained using Nikon D90 camera under f 5.8 (aperture) and 6 s (shutter duration) condition. (b) Luminescence spectrum of different mass fractions of UCNPs. (c) Variance of luminescence intensity in 538 nm wavelength of ring printing areas with different mass fractions of UCNPs. The scale bar of each represents 2 mm.
Figure 6 Multicolor patterning of NaYF₄:Yb,Er (green) and NaYF₄:Yb,Tm (blue) by direct-writing with pen. (a) Printed acronym of Xi’an Jiao Tong University, which “X J” printed with green ink and “T U” with blue ink. (b) Write with green ink and (c)-(d) with blue ink. All picture obtained under 980 nm NIR laser source. The scale bar represents 1 mm.
Figure 7 Double anti-counterfeiting pattern. (a) Area of both NIR-to-visible and UV-to-visible printing features. (b) Two-dimension code printed using NIR-to-visible upconversion ink. (c) ‘BEBC’ mark printed using UV-to-visible downconversion ink. The scale bar represents 2 mm.